
Selecting a book for your reading program is an important decision. To help you select the right 
book for your young readers and community, we are providing the following context related to 

potentially sensitive content and specific book excerpts to help make a well-informed decision. As 
always, we encourage and recommend that book selections come after a full read of the book by 

multiple decision-makers or stakeholders.

What to Watch Out For… 

pp. 19-40 
Petty theft of loose change in The Low Cuts Strike Again
 p. 19 - stealing from the Leave a Penny, Take a Penny dish at a convenience store 
 p. 20  - quarter wars: “quarter getting pinched, or opponent getting punched” 
  - discussion of how the four “Low Cuts” families have managed struggles due to a 
parent w/ cancer, including financial struggles
 p. 24 - one Low Cut settles teasing of another member - w/ his fists 
 p. 25 - implication that change is pilfered from “unsuspecting skinny boys in skinny jeans” 
 Mitigating Factors - the Low Cuts only steal change; they do not steal from the Candy 
Lady or the ice cream men. They turn their loot into candy which they re-sell to buy ice cream 
(they even tip the ice cream man) for one of their parents on chemo. This is a Robin Hood story.

pp. 45-57
from Skitter Hitter
 p. 48 - Stevie is bullied by being the target of phrases such as "Snitches get stitches and 
sometimes ditches" and a green penis drawn on the back of his shirt. 
 p. 50 - References to other bullying such as teasing by throwing a cup of water on a 
skater’s pants yelling: “Yo, you pissed your pants! Everybody, this fool pissed himself.” 
 p. 56 - and a skater named Santi was previously pushed into the street, and oncoming 
traffic, at the hand of a jealous skater, and died. 
 p. 53 - Reference to Marcus’s mother’s face with “black eyes,” “swollen jaws and 
forehead bumps” implying she has been beaten by his father. 

 pp. 133-134 - “Some days, kids would throw rocks at her on the way to school. Other 
days she would hear gunshots. Then some people got taken away in the middle of the night.”
pp. 43, 46, 53, 102, and 108
Drita’s mother struggles with depression and night terrors.

pp. 61-75
from How to Look (Both) Ways
 p. 67 - mild teasing from the bus after Fatima trips and falls on the sidewalk 

pp. 79-93
from Call of Duty
 p. 79 - references to Bryson’s bruised, beaten body 
  p. 80 - references to the melée (the beatdown) in the cafeteria
  p. 85-86 - articulation of the instigating kiss by the water fountain, Ty and Slim “fighting 
over the water fountain,” and Salem’s claim that “Ty kissed him”
 pp. 86 - Bryson: “So?”  Remy: “So, that mean he gay.”  Bryson: “No it don’t.  And even 
if it do, so what?” 
  p. 87 - the boys in the cafeteria tease Ty: “They were calling Ty all kinds of names. 
Names that bite. Names that stick and mark. Names that catch fire and leave a burnt smell in the 
air. The boys mocked him, bending their wrists as if they’d just shot a basketball and were 
holding the follow-through.” 
 p. 87-89 - Slim: “Ty tried to kiss me because…he’s gay!” Bryson defends Ty (“I don’t 
see what the big deal is.  A kiss on the cheek?  Really?…That’s it?”), kisses him on the cheek to 
show it’s no big deal (“Look at that.  I’m still still…alive.”) 
 p. 90 - more teasing, the beatdown (not elaborately described), more teasing (“they were 
calling him everything but his name.”) 

Look Both Ways
by Jason Reynolds

Read This Book to Discover…
  
Ten stories about walking home from school, told in the 
authentic voice of kids during the one time of the day where 
they exist without adults. These interconnected stories allow 
readers to explore the lives of everyday kids who carry 
burdens that are often unseen by those around them – illness, 
incarceration, self-doubt, trauma, bullying, loneliness, 
attraction. The truth told in these stories performs two 
important jobs. First it builds empathy by inviting readers to 
understand that everyone has something going on inside, 
even when all looks fine on the surface. And, it helps share 
the burden for kids struggling with these same issues, giving 
them a chance to feel seen and understood. 

pp. 173-188
from The Broom Dog
p. 174 - among the many things that happen on a school bus: “Notes in the form of sneaky 
middle fingers.” 
pp. 175-176 - Canton’s Mom, a crossing guard, is injured by a school bus 
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